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Traction Control
By Rick Mammel, RSR President
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A new year is here and our club
members are about to enter
into one of the best years ever
for Porsche enthusiasts. There
are big National Events like the
PCA Parade in Traverse City and
the Concours of America at the
Inn at St. John’s, where they
will honor 50 years of the 911.
As usual, our own events will
be just as terrific as in years past. With a great balance
of social drives and track events there is a full calendar
planned for 2013. Some will be anchored by the previously
mentioned National Events, with some anchored around
local events like the Belle Isle GP, Gilmore Aircooled
Show, Woodward Dream Cruise and Ann Arbor’s Rolling
Sculpture Auto Show. The best events though are the ones
hosted by the members of RSR. With drives planned to
the Auburn Cord Duesenberg Museum with Matt Huber,
Dave & Norah’s Beach Drive and the uber popular Color
Tour again hosted by Sally and Stewart Free, our Event
Calendar is shaping up nicely. There are openings in the
calendar so I urge the Membership to come up with ideas
to fill in those blanks. While I am making a request for
volunteers, you don’t need to host an event to participate.
Nothing gets you in touch with an event like supporting the
hosts by offering some of your time. The Parade will need
bodies, as well as the Parade DE which RSR will be hosting
at Grattan Raceway. One example of a DE volunteer
position that needs several people to switch off during the
weekend is the Steward that works at Pit Out. This is not a
complicated task and it gets you in the thick of the action
by being at the launch line for sending the cars out on to
the track. You get a terrific view of the track as cars are
coming down the main straight with the added sensory
inputs of the sounds, smells and sights associated with our
favorite Porsches.
The 2012 Holiday party was a great success and even
though the 2013 version is as far away as an event can
get, we have reserved the Inn at St. John’s on December
7th. for a repeat performance of last year’s party. It was
fabulous to see everyone dressed up in something that
does not have a Porsche Crest on it. I have plotted to
challenge Mr. O’Rear’s appearance in a Tuxedo by wearing
one myself and VP Tim has signed on as well. But the ever
fun loving First Lady has suggested a theme for next year. In
keeping with such revered seasonal traditions like fruitcake

and road salt, Lynda has suggested an Ugly Christmas
Sweater Theme. I guess I don’t need to use the word
“ugly” since I hear that all Christmas Sweaters are ugly
by design. I am requesting input from the membership.
Please email me your thoughts, fancy dress or a mistletoe
sweater? We need to make this decision as far in advance
as possible to allow most members to start the hunt for the
perfect Christmas Sweater. Don’t worry though, I just did
an Ebay search and came up with 20,800 hits.
Just in from the January non-meeting. (We replaced
that Board meeting with a 100% social one.) There was
no club business, just bench racing and videos playing in
the corner for those who ran out of stories about how fast
they drive. Everyone in attendance had a fantastic time and
suggested “we should do more of these”. That’s another
opportunity to hear from the membership on things that
you would like to see changed or offered. The offer still
stands to contact me with your thoughts on anything the
club can do to improve your membership experience. In
exchange for that offer I would like each member to pick at
least one item from the following list and carry it through
in 2013.
• Send an article on your first Porsche purchase and why
to the Bahn Stormer.
• Send a photo of your car to Eman to post on the website
with the other members’ cars.
• Volunteer to host an event. Create your own or
reconstitute a previous theme.
• Admit publicly that years ago you sold your 356 Roadster
to buy a Fiat 124 Spyder because you wanted a real
sports car that will appreciate in value.
• Attend a Track day for the first time as a Student or as a
Social Event. If you attend just to watch let me know and
I will buy you lunch.
• Attend a Membership Meeting to hang with fellow
enthusiasts and contribute to the Club’s direction.
• Write a book review of your favorite Porsche book and
submit it to the Bahn Stormer.
• Attend the monthly technical session “Time with Tim” to
learn more about your precision vehicle.
• Send a link of your favorite Porsche or Car Guy video to
post on the website.
• Admit publicly that you listened to your future ex-wife
and bought the 1967 Ford Country Squire Wagon
instead of “that little” 1967 911S.
• Make a habit of visiting the RSR website to stay up to

date on Club activities.
• Attend an Event that you previously dismissed as “that
won’t be fun”.
• Attend an Event even if it is raining.
Email me with your suggestions or complaints.
Confidentially will be assured by request; otherwise
you may be publically credited for your input. It is every
member’s club and every member needs to have a say in
its direction.
I attended the early morning Porsche review at the
Auto Show today. Big thanks needs to go out the PCNA for
hosting and most of all for getting everyone on the stand
two hours earlier than the show opening at 9:00 to serve
the attendees in premium fashion. The Prime Mover for
this event was Zone 4 Rep Ron Carr. Besides the effort
normally required to organize such a gathering he went far
above the norm to secure the release of 40 extra tickets
so that no one was waitlisted. One highlight for me was
having time to visit with members from the surrounding
Regions. The surrounding clubs were well represented by
their Presidents, John Walters…Western Michigan, Michael
Soriano…Maumee Valley, Bill Robertson…Motor-Stad.
All were very excited to have more cross participation of

each others events in 2013. We will do all we can to keep
their schedules up to date with ours but I do recommend
checking out their websites for all activities.

Regardless of appearances, we had a very good
time at the Detroit Auto Show -- Editor
Photo by Burghard Linn
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RSR Calendar of Events
January 26 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted
by Tim Pott (see page 29)

July 12 (Fri.): Rolling Sculpture Car Show -- Main Street,
Ann Arbor, MI

February 5 (Tues.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

July 13 (Sat.): MIS & Irish Hills Tour -- Hosts David &
Norah Cooper.

February 16 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted
by Tim Pott

July 16 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education - Waterford Hills

March 16 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted by
Tim Pott
April 20 (Sat.): Time With Tim 10am-2pm -- hosted by
Tim Pott
May 14 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education, Beginners’ Day
- Waterford Hills
May (TBD) Tour of Auburn Museum -- hosted by Matt
Huber
May 31 - June 2 (Fri.-Sun.) Belle Isle Grand Prix Porsche
Car Corral.
June 15 (Sat.): Air Cooled Show at the Gilmore -- Host
needed.
June 23 - 30 (Sun.-Sun.): 2013 Porsche Parade

July 28 (Sun.): 35th Annual Concours d’Elegance, featuring the Porsche 911 -- The Inn at St. John’s, Plymouth,
MI
August 16 (Fri.): Dream Cruise Party --details TBD
August 20 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education - Waterford
Hills
September 20 - 22 (Fri.-Sun.): RSR Drivers’ Education GingerMan Raceway, South Haven, MI
October 12 (Sat.): RSR Color Tour & Safari -- Hosted by
Stewart and Sally Free
November 10 (Sun.): RSR Polar Bear Run -- Hosted by
Sebastian Gaeta
December 7 (Sat.): RSR Holiday Party -- details TBD

June 28 - 30 (Fri.-Sun.): RSR Porsche Parade Drivers’
Education -- Grattan Raceway.

Rally Sport Region’s Track Committee was formed
last year to assist Track Chair Christian Maloof in
hosting our popular track events. The committee
has made significant progress in improving registration procedures, expanding attendance and
this year will be adding a second weekend event.
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But the committee needs your assistance. We
need volunteers to help with:
> on-site event registration
> vehicle technical inspections, and
> management of the starting grid.
Please watch for details on how you can volunteer as the track season gets underway. Help us
continue to make our track days the premier DE
events in Michigan.

Membership
Current Membership 419*
New Members
William & Todd
Houghton
Brighton, MI
1986 944

Keith & Kathy Knudsen
Canton, MI
2007 Silver 911

Skip & Christopher Kuhn
Ida, MI
1974 Green 914
1983 944

Member Anniversaries
January Anniversaries:

February Anniversaries:

Denis Hall..................... 24
Matt Huber................... 20
Robert Peckham........... 15
Joe Desormeaux........... 11
Jim Dowty..................... 11
Kurt Peterson.................. 9
Al Gaulin........................ 7
Eugene Jamison............. 5
Stephan Pellegrini.......... 3
Steve Spencer................ 3
Rolf Patrick.................... 1

Jim Dunham.................. 26
Wally Haley................... 19
John Heider.................. 19
Roy Retzlaff................... 18
Kevin Spicher................ 18
Ken Dill......................... 17
Tom Krueger................. 17
John Roumanis............. 14
Gerry Plocharczyk......... 13
Bob Smith..................... 13
Aaron Krueger.............. 11

Wayne Ellis................... 10
Jeremy Goddard............ 8
Robert Avery.................. 7
David Bausch................. 7
Roland Heiberger........... 6
Steven Wild................... 5
Vincent Pernell.............. 4
Orgun Guralp................. 3
Doug Wathen................ 2
Jay Hess......................... 1
* Includes 239 Primary Members

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 6400
Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama
and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with
PCA national.
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Detroit Auto Show

Story by Editor Mike O’Rear, photos by Burghard Linn and Phil Kish

Thanks to the tireless efforts and enthusiasm of PCA Zone
4 Representative Ron Carr, and the kindness of Porsche
Cars North America, PCA members from around the area,
including several from Rally Sport Region, were able to
enjoy a special treat -- early entrance to the opening day
of the Detroit Auto Show, coffee and breakfast rolls provided by Porsche Cars North America, and an opportunity
to sit in and explore the range of Porsches brought to the

show before they were locked from the shift-knob pilfering
masses.
With the exception of one vehicle all of Porsche’s cars
were silver -- further evidence of Porsche’s good taste.

PCA Zone 4 Representative Ron Carr worked
hard to land tickets for everyone who wanted
to attend the event.
You just can’t have too many silver Porsches

PCA members explored every inch of this $228,000 Panamera.
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Paul Gregor, Manager, Porsche Clubs North America
(I want his job!!), welcomes PCAers to the Porsche
exhibit.

Detroit Auto Show -- Design Recognition
Story by Editor Mike O’Rear, photo by Phil Kish

A Rally Sport Region progeny made a mark at the Detroit
Auto Show. At the show Alex Kish, son of our own Francie
and Phil Kish, displayed his vision of a truck of the future.
The College for Creative Studies, in Detroit, provides
funding and staff to complete projects that demonstrate
their students’ creative energies. Each school term sees a
variety of sponsors, most recently the American Chemistry
Council. Alex’s interest in semi-trucks was inspired by a
previous project funded by Freightliner. (Alex has designed
motorcycles, space vehicles, interiors, wheels, in short
anything falling within the category of transportation.)
Alex read that a significant portion of the personal
vehicle market is pick-up trucks, and the majority of those
aren’t used regularly for hauling. So why worry about the
bed being greatly functional! He thinks with an eye for fuel
economy and aerodynamics, reflected somewhat here in
what one news outlet called a “pliable suspension.”
The model itself is produced largely using 3D printing.
Alex uses Alias design software that can then be printed
with plastic into the incredible detail evident particularly
in those side mirrors. Larger portions are made using CNC
milled out foam. Alex then does a tremendous amount of

sanding before sending it to the paint booth where they
use automotive primer and finish paint. In materials, time
and labor the model is probably worth several thousand
dollars.
Recognition at the Detroit Auto Show -- how’s that for
an accomplishment? We would wish him luck with his
future, but it doesn’t look like much luck will be needed.

Now Located At:
ArborMotion
669 State Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Email: tcpott@gmail.com
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Eman Looks at the Rest of the Detroit Auto Show
Story and photos from Emmanual Garcia our Cranky Webmeister (Go to www.crankydriver.com to follow his blog.)

I felt fortunate to go to this year’s Detroit Auto Show (er...
North American International Auto Show) right before it
opened to the public, thanks to my car club. And it was free
admission for just $10. <sarcasm>Thanks MotorsportReg.
com!</sarcasm>
I thought I would get a chance to walk around the other
areas before everybody else came in, but we were asked
to hang around our area. There were only a couple of cars
that I really wanted to see anyway—the Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray and the Tesla Model S. I sought those two cars
out early, and then just wandered about taking pictures of
whatever caught my eye.

The Ferraris still nestled in their blankets, fast asleep.
I was happy to
see that the rear
lights were not
as Camaro-like
up close as they
appeared in the
release photos. I
haven’t decided
if I like them yet,
though.

Overall I like the
new C7 Corvette,
but it’s going
to take a while
before I’m familiar
with the new look.
The previous C6
seems elegant in
comparison, but I
And now I’ve developed a don’t care.
This is a potent
fetish for yellow brakes.
sports car.

Thanks to Porsche for letting the Porsche Club of America into the show early, feeding us breakfast, and letting
us fondle the cars. I know inanimate objects are not
sexy, but I definitely saw fondling of vehicles going on.

Apparently other
clubs got the early
treatment as well.
I tried not to make
contact with the
Corvette people
for fear that my
Porsche accent
would be detected.
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I thought I would be
more excited to see
the new Acura NSX,
but I wasn’t. I like
it well enough, but
I think I have such
fond memories of
the original that the
new one doesn’t live
up to my expectations. And Ayrton Senna did not use his magic loafers to develop
this new car.
Continued on page 27

911 Fuel System History (Part 2)
By RSR Vice-President and crack Porsche Technician/Mechanic, Tim Pott

In part one of this article I covered carburetors. In this,
part two of this series on fuel systems I will address the
fuel injected 911’s which is a bit tricky due to the numbers
of different systems and the various model years that used
them. Please be aware that some relatively minor details
may be omitted in the interest of trying to keep this to a
reasonable length. There are some details which may only
pertain to some quasi-rare models, and I am only trying
to cover the types of injection systems that were used on
Porsches that one might normally come across.
The earliest style of fuel injection that Porsche incorporated on their engines was the Bosch High Pressure
Pump. Porsche had become involved in many endurance
racing venues and the engineers were looking for a way
to increase fuel mileage without compromising overall
performance. Carburetors, while good for performance,
reliability, and a smooth progression of power, lacked the
necessary controls to be able to optimize fuel economy.
The high pressure pump injection system looked as though
it could deliver the goods. This system consists of a rather
large, heavy pump that looks and operates very much like a
pump found on diesel engines of this era. The pump is belt
driven off a sprocket on the front (which is forward toward
the front of the car) camshaft for cylinders 1 through 3.
The sprockets and belts are configured much the same as

the belts now used on many engines running overhead
camshafts. This belt has teeth which fit into the grooves of
the sprocket providing accurate, positive drive to the pump.
Unlike its diesel counterpart, these injection pumps require
an electric supply pump which is tucked under the body of
the car on the driver’s side. The main injection pump takes
fuel and feeds it to the high pressure unit which, in turn,
has six individual pistons in two rows of three each. These
are very much like any pistons you might find in any motor
except that it has a tapered slot in the side which spirals
around the side of the piston. By rotating the piston, the
size of the tapered slot supplying fuel to the upper chamber can be regulated in size. A toothed rack which moves
laterally in the injection pump rotates the pistons to vary
the size of the slot and hence the amount of fuel delivered
to each cylinder. This fuel is then delivered through a rigid,
steel line to each injector. The injectors are threaded into a
port into the cylinder head directly above the intake valve.
Each stroke of the piston in the main pump will deliver a
squirt of fuel to each cylinder just prior to and during the
intake stroke of the engine.
At the heart of this system lives what is called a “space
cam”. No, this is not for taking pictures from a space
shuttle. It gets its name because it is a three dimensional,
round, and seemingly randomly
Continued on page 12
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Fuel Systems from page 11

contoured donut. An arm with a steel roller rests on
this space cam and the arm determines the amount of
movement that is transmitted to the rack which then
rotates the pistons and changes the fuel quantity that is
being delivered. The space cam’s contour also changes
relative to engine speed via some flyweights attached to
the device. The surface is so randomly lumpy and rather
nonsensical in appearance that it is hard to conceptualize
its function. But they do work and quite well given the
technology and resources available at the time. They are
really nothing more than a mechanical fuel “map” or the
equivalent of a mechanical lookup table like you would
find in a computer controlled system.
The fuel injectors are also a technology taken from
diesel injection systems. They are fired not electrically,
but mechanically. These injectors have an “opening
pressure”, and when the specified pressure is reached,
the injector pintle lifts off its seat and fuel is atomized as
it flows from the injector until the pressure lowers to its
“closing pressure”. In simpler terms, the injector is essentially just a high tech pop-off valve that opens in response
to the pulse of pressure that is delivered from the pump.
The larger the volume of fuel, the longer the injector will
stay open and deliver a greater quantity of fuel. The injectors are very reliable however, if they are left sitting for
a long time varnish from the fuel can affect their function.
Nevertheless they can be easily cleaned if you have the
proper equipment. Cleaning, checking the opening, closing pressures and spray pattern of these injectors are all
performed on the same piece of equipment, aptly called
an “injector tester”. At one time, most repair shops had
one of these, but many have gone by the wayside and
we now need to send them to a specialist for testing and
cleaning.
The final major component of the high pressure pump
injection system is the pair of throttle bodies which meter
the air to each individual cylinder. These throttle bodies
are actually rather similar to the carburetor configuration
as they sit on manifolds directly above the intake ports on
the cylinder heads themselves. Each individual throttle
body has three separate plates which open via linkages and
allow air to flow. Above the throttle plates are simple air
horns, also called “velocity stacks”, which are essentially
venturi tubes that help speed up the incoming air to each
cylinder. The throttle bodies and their throttle plates all
come tuned to assure that the airflow is consistent to each
cylinder. A bypass screw is also installed to allow fine tuning of the airflow as well as adjustment of the idle speed.
The important rule here is that any service technician
12

should never adjust the linkages within the throttle bodies
themselves. Once they are set at the factory, presumably
on a flow bench, they are not to be tampered with. There
is no way these can be adjusted accurately in the field and
the only way to correct a misadjustment made by someone
is to replace the component with a new one from the factory.
The final setup of this injection system requires a very
precise and rigid set of steps and tools designed to assure
that nothing is overlooked in the process and the proper
and logical sequence of adjustments must be followed.
This procedure is known as the “10 Demandments of Fuel
Injection Programming” and used to be distributed to
every mechanic who had been trained to work on these
systems. I have a very old and tattered copy of this booklet
and use it to this day. Below, I’ve listed the basic steps

without all the detail in order to explain the process.
The first five steps involve ensuring that the basic tuning
of the engine is correct: The air cleaner element inspected
and replaced if necessary. The engine’s mechanical condition is checked via a compression test as there is no need
to delve into a problem with the fuel system if the engine
isn’t fundamentally sound. The ignition point dwell is set
as is the ignition timing.
Steps six and seven consist of checking for the proper
fuel pressure and volume that is provided from the fuel
tank to the high pressure pump via the electrical supply
pump. Fuel injectors are checked for proper spray pattern
(atomization) as well as proper opening and closing pressures. If fault is found with either of these, the defective
parts need to be replaced.
Step eight requires that the fuel injection pump timing
is set correctly and adjusted if necessary. This is carried
out by aligning the engine pulley to a special mark on the
front pulley labelled “fe” after top dead center of cylinder
number four. The timing marks require a mirror to look at
them since they are on the forward part of the engine and
can’t be seen without one. Any major changes need to be
made by removing the toothed belt and repositioning it,
and fine changes are made by loosening the bolts that hold
the pulley onto the pump flange and rotating it slightly.
Once all the first eight steps are complete, the fuel injection linkage correlation between the injection pump and
the throttle bodies is checked to assure it is correct. This is
perhaps the second most critical component of the set up.
First the linkage from the main throttle bellcrank and the
pump is removed and adjusted to a very precise, specified
length. Then the two linkages that run from the main bellcrank to each throttle assembly are adjusted so that they
engage the ball sockets which connect them without any
pre-load or movement from the stops of the throttle body
assemblies. After the linkages have been adjusted, a set
of protractors are used to check the correlation of opening
between the pump and each throttle body assembly. If the
correlation is not correct, repeat the process until it is right.
The last step is to adjust the part throttle carbon monoxide (CO) content while the car is being driven or on a dynamometer. This involves setting the overall throttle opening
to a fixed angle, running the car in second gear, and braking
down to the specified engine rpm, either 2200 or 2400 depending on the model and year. When the needle on the
CO meter, which is a portable unit, has stabilized, you can
take the reading. The part idle CO can be adjusted through
a port in the pump using a special tool. This adjustment
is held in place with an internal spring detent device and
allows six clicks per turn. Typically, unless the setting is way

out, you adjust only one click at a time and recheck the
CO content again. After the part idle is set, you can then
adjust the idle c.o. content using yet another special tool
through a different port in the pump. A final road test is
done to confirm that the car is performing properly.
If this whole process seems a little involved, you’re
correct. The good news is that this rarely needs to be
done and isn’t a regular maintenance procedure. We only
perform this level of fuel injection programming when a
major component, such as a pump or throttle body has
been replaced. The other condition that would require
programming is if someone uninitiated makes adjustments
to components without knowing the correct procedures.
This is also known as “screwing things up”.
Another detail which needs to be addressed is to be
certain that heat is getting to the warm up regulator that
allows for fuel enrichment during cold conditions. The heat
for this thermostat comes from the left side heat exchanger
and is fed through the sheet metal on the left side of the
engine and then up to the pump thermostat. If the heat
exchanger is rusted and falling apart, or one of these tubes
that delivers the heat is not hooked up or is leaking, the
result will be an engine that is running way too rich all
the time. A rich running engine will eventually cause oil
dilution as the unburned fuel gets past piston rings and
migrates to the crankcase. If this is ignored for too long of
a period engine, damage can occur due to lack of proper
lubrication.
The high pressure pump system is still being used and
serviced. It is found on Porsches that have been restored
to their original equipment, as it was the authentic method
for fuel injection from 1969 through the first half of 1973
and then used on some RS versions later. There are only a
few facilities that service the pumps, injectors and throttle
bodies of these systems. Pacific Fuel Injection, owned
and operated by George (Gus) Pfister, is the only company
I have used and I have been sending pumps and throttle
bodies to him since 1978. Gus is one of those rare old masters. He has all the equipment, tools and parts to rebuild
these pumps properly and has always done first rate work.
I have never had an issue as Gus is, in my opinion, meticulous in his detail and has the ability to check each unit on a
pump dynamometer prior to sending it back. I will continue
to use him exclusively as long as he is in business.
My next article in this series will cover the CIS (Constant
Injection System) which replaced the Bosch High Pressure
Pump. Techies stay tuned!
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We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Backyard Mechanic
It is getting harder to find the car owner who performs
their own car servicing. In the early days of car ownership,
days just once removed from tending to your own horse
and buggy, the typical car owner was reasonably adept at
car maintenance. My early exposure to the automobile
was at the elbow of my father as he tinkered with the family station wagon in our backyard. He came by his skills
self taught from the first crude cars sold to the public. I
believe his first car was a 1914 Buick Roadster, a four door
car with no side windows. The dealership delivered the
car to his house on Glenfield near Detroit City Airport and
he taught himself to drive by going back and forth in the
driveway. Rather than a license plate, the city issued a
small round token bolted to the bumper. I don’t believe he
was issued a drivers’ license until much later. His father
never owned or drove a car, preferring the reliable horse
and wagon. My father lost the tip on one finger when
the wagon they were riding in was hit by a street car on
Gratiot, the only brick paved road in the area and only two
blocks from their house. A twenty mile trip on Gratiot to
where it ended in Mt.Clemens was an all day excursion
usually marked by two or more flat tires. One item of regular service on his first car was to remove the oil pan and
shim the crank bearings at least once per year.
The seven passenger 1959 Ford Country Squire wagon was
the first car I worked on with my father. We came oh so
close to owning a Edsel wagon which was my preference.
By that time cars did not need much more service than oil
changes and greasing, spark plugs, air filter and distributor
points and condenser. Occasionally there were new drum
brake shoes and front wheel bearings. We kept our cars
a long time, as much as 90,000 miles. My father’s eternal
quest was to adjust the ignition timing and carburetor
needle valves to try to coax that V8 into gas mileage in
the low teens. My father was also no stranger to large
mechanical things, he had to do his own maintenance on
the huge German made Meihle lithographing press that he
worked on for over 50 years from when it was first installed
until he retired.
My older brother’s 1964 VW intrigued my father as sound
German engineering. When I inherited my brothers 1967
VW I started servicing it myself including oil changes every
1,500 miles and valve adjustments every 3,000 miles. From

that point on I tried to do as much of my own maintenance,
not so much to save money but for the self satisfaction
and knowledge of the condition of my car. The thing that
endeared me to Porsche was that the car was engineered
in a very straight forward manner, and with a good set of
factory workshop manuals almost any job could be done.
Owning a work shop manual was started by my father and
is something I have done with all my cars to this day.
Over the years my cars, Porsches and family mini vans,
required less and less scheduled maintenance and acquired
more unfathomable computer modules. The engines
tuned themselves with self adjusting ignition timing and
fuel delivery. Components lasted longer with fewer of
them even being designed for regular maintenance. If a
part failed it was just swapped out for a new “module”
component. I have done most of my own work on my 1972
Porsche 911E, my 1970 914-6 GT and my 1964 356C, but
I knew when to hand them over to experienced mechanics for the serious work. My 1989 944 was the last daily
driven Porsche that I could maintain through cam belt
changes and such. The daily driver Corvette I use now has
only required one set of spark plugs and wires, one water
pump, one wheel bearing, one exhaust system, two batteries and a few sets of tires and brakes over the past 160,000
miles. It shows no signs of even being a tired car much less
used up.
That is not typical car ownership, nor should it be for
anyone owning a modern car such as a Porsche. For one
thing, new cars depend on computer diagnostics to assure
proper operation and preventative maintenance. It would
be quite foolish to void a very valuable manufacturer’s warranty by ignoring following suggested factory maintenance
schedules performed by a certified shop. The age of the
backyard mechanic has just about gone. We have traded
off the self satisfaction for more freedom and reliability in
car ownership, and we should be very grateful for it.
On page 17 I’ve asked Tim Pott, master mechanic, to share
his thoughts on backyard maintenance. You might be surprised that his recommendations go beyond just checking
your air pressures.
Tom Fielitz
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In the Zone
By Ron Carr
PCA Zone 4 Representative

Yes- it’s winter, yes- it’s cold, yes- it’s snowing, and no- it’s
not over yet!! But it won’t be long. The time spent indoors
during this time of year is one of planning and rejuvenation. While the club events are currently quite modest, the
actual efforts needed to prepare and repair for the coming
season are real. Thus, there is always something to do, if
you look hard enough. Work on the calendar or work on
the car, and get ready for spring! Check your local region’s
website and newsletter for the latest details on the many
events close to you that are being planned, and check the
Zone 4 Website at http://zone4.pca.org/ for other regions’
events, such as:
• Join the Allegheny Region at their Mid-Winter Party
on February 2nd at the Sewickley Porsche dealership
in Pittsburgh, PA. Food, beverages, and live entertainment will be provided for a donation at the door.
Please register on the ALR Website at http://arpca.
com/2012/11/2013-mid-winter-party/ to allow them to
get a count of attendees.
• The Mid-Ohio Region will host their monthly TrickleCharge Saturday on February 9th at Byers Imports
Porsche dealership in Columbus, OH. The theme will be
an indoor Porsche Race Car Show, featuring cars of the
Brumos collection, and featured guest speaker Hurley
Haywood. RSVP to Jeffrey Brubaker at brubaker_jeff@
hotmail.com by January 25th.
• You can join the Motor-Stadt Region at their Annual
MSR Holiday Banquet on Saturday, February 9, 2013 at
The Spartan Hall of Fame Cafe in East Lansing, MI. They
will have a private room with a Cash Bar. Appetizers
provided by the club. The cost for dinner is just $20 per
person. You must RSVP by February 5, 2013 to Mark
Schlott at meschlott@frontier.com or (517) 669-9658.
• The PCA National Winter Board Meeting will be held on
Saturday, February 9, 2013 in Orlando, FL. Location and
details are on the PCA Website. All PCA members are
welcomed to attend this semiannual business meeting.
• The Northern Ohio Region will host a Tech Session on
February 16, 2013 at Stoddard NLA in Highland Heights,
OH. Coffee at 8:30 AM, presentation starts at 9:00 AM.
Topic will be the PCA Porsche Parade- how to plan for,
participate in, and enjoy the premier PCA event of the
year. Our past Zone 4 Rep Denis Moore will explain the
16

process and answer questions. RSVP to Tom Leigh at
440-645-9250 or flat6@roadrunner.com by February
12th.
• Like to Rally but not in the snow? Join the Northern
Ohio Region for a Walking Fun Rallye on February 24,
2013 at the Cleveland Museum of Art, Wade Oval. Meet
in the museum lobby at 10:00 AM. RSVP to Ava Singerman at 440-821-8630 or avadancer1@aol.com.
• The 3rd annual PCA Tech Tactics East will be held at the
Porsche Cars North America site outside of Easton, Pa.
February 23-24, 2013. Speakers from Mobil Oil, Bentley
Publishing and Michelin Tires will join two members of
our PCA Tech Committee, including John Paterek. We
will also have two speakers from PCNA and possibly a
Porsche “factory” speaker. Continental breakfast and
“box” lunches are included in the registration fee of
$50. Registration will open on February 1, 2013 on
motorsportreg.com.
• The 58th Annual Porsche Parade will be held in Zone 4
this year, in Traverse City, MI on June 23-29, 2013. We
are hoping for a large turnout of Zone 4 members to
the first Parade in our Zone in 20 years. Put this event
on your calendar and plan to attend, volunteer to help
out and have fun with PCA members from across the US
and Canada. It will be a great time for all. Registration
will open in March 12, 2013. The Parade Website is now
available at http://parade2013.pca.org/. Please visit it
often as it develops.

Do-It-Yourself Porsche Maintenance
By RSR Vice-President Tim Pott as urged by Tom Fielitz

(Last month I wrote a column about where we have come
from in terms of car maintenance self service. One big issue that I glossed over was training. It is one thing to learn
about servicing your car from your father but quite another
to become proficient in specialized mechanical techniques.
Your typical certified mechanic acquires a huge number of
training hours and continues training to retain that certification. Those huge rolling tool chests that each one personally owns is not stocked with tools picked up at garage
sales. The investment a mechanic has in his trade is significant and extensive. To give the topic a proper perspective
I asked Tim Pott, probably the most respected mechanic I
have ever known, and a professor who has trained mechanics, to weigh in on the subject of self service. Here is what
Tim thoughtfully provided in response. -- Tom Fielitz)
Porsche Self Service
I love contrasting the old and new Porsches. We’ve come
such a long way since I’ve been in this business. I think
there are still plenty of things that a Do-It-Yourselfer can
repair on a contemporary Porsche. Changing oil is certainly one of them. If you consider changing oil on a 993,
however, that might be a different story, those are a bit
trickier and certainly much more time consuming than one
might expect. Brakes, if anything, have become easier to
do maintenance on the later cars as they don’t have the
re-packable, tapered roller bearings in the front. Multi-link
suspension systems, on the other hand, are more complex
and are less user-friendly than the earlier cars. It really depends on the area of the car you might decide to work on.
One area that has become much more inaccessible is
the engine management system. Without some in-depth
knowledge of these evermore complex systems a DIYer can
easily waste needless money and time trying to diagnose and fix some of the issues that might plague these
Porsches. Many of the auto manufacturers have taken
advantage of the complexity of these systems in an attempt
to keep the independent technicians and DIYers from working on late model vehicles in general. Thankfully, there is
a strong enough network in our trade as well as training
and equipment that allows us to keep up to speed, but not
without significant expense. I would not recommend that a
DIYer attempt to diagnose or repair this area of the vehicle,
or any of the other electronically sophisticated systems on
a late model Porsches. The only exception would be if the

individual happens to possess specific knowledge of these
systems and has access to information that most other
folks do not.
Which brings me to my DIYer mantra; “Know Thy Limitations!” I’m often asked by a customer or club member, “Do
you think this is something I can do myself?” and I’m often
tempted to answer, “ I don’t know, can you?” I stay away
from the flip response, but the truth is that I have no ability
to look into someone’s head or garage to see what level of
competence and resources they may possess. The decision
to take on a particular job is something that everybody
working on their own has to figure out for themselves. I
have seen people working on their own cars who have bungled what I consider a very easy job and others who have
tackled projects successfully that I would have thought
was way over their head. You can go on the internet and
find many enthusiasts who have taken on very large and
complex projects that I would have thought unwise, but
were rewarded with success. Other projects I’ve seen leave
me shaking my head in disbelief at how uninformed and
sloppy some folks are while working on an expensive piece
of equipment.
Another question one should ask them self is the motive
for doing work on your own. Is this to save money, or to
learn and enjoy the process? If it is to enjoy the process
and learn more about your car, that is typically the better
motive. More often than not, doing work on your own
won’t save money, especially if your time is considered
to have value. There are tons of projects that I could do
around my home, but I always weigh into the equation
what my time is worth. For example; I could probably
replace some worn out plumbing in my basement, but
wouldn’t my time be better spent working at my shop
doing what I know how to do efficiently and competently?
Usually the best scenario is for me to work in my shop
to earn the money so I can pay someone else to do the
plumbing job.
Tim Pott
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Barn Find
By RSR Events Chair David Cooper

	
  

sure had any part in the decision. I’m told the car is a 1955
Porsche 356 coupe.
During the autumn of 2009, my wife Norah and I took a
ride to the barn. I wanted to see the 356 in person. I could
clearly remember where the car was parked in the haymow
from my youth, but the barn is now sadly crumbling into
disrepair, as nobody has tended to any maintenance in
over 40 years.
Still I carefully poked around the barn – making sure
that Norah didn’t set foot into the structure for fear of her
falling through the floorboards onto a pitchfork or something. Sadly, there was no Porsche to be found. What in
the world happened to that car? I did find the open wheel
racer along with a 60’s Studebaker. As a side note, after
showing pictures of the open wheel car to Rick Mammel,
he identified it as a Formula Vee.
In 2010, my mother went to the farm, and took a picture
of the 356 for me. I then had proof that it was indeed in
the barn. She described where it was sitting. This is not
the location I had remembered when I was young.

The Barn in Charlotte, Michigan

As a young boy in the mid 60’s, I remember playing in the
barn at my grandparents’ farm in Charlotte, Michigan. My
cousins and I would build forts out of stacked bales of hay
during the summer. An odd looking dark blue car was
always present – looking very forlorn and neglected, sitting
in the middle of the barn’s haymow surrounded by stacked
bales of hay. I also remember an open wheel race car in
the same barn, where they milked the cows. My father
referred to it as “The Cooper”, something about running
on alcohol. Later in life, I learned that both cars had been
stored there by my Uncle Freddy. He was a genuine car
guy, that gave up his racing and road rally activities when
his kids came along in the early 60’s.
Sometime during the early 70’s I became aware of
Porsches. In 1976, a friend gave me a Porsche sales
brochure as he knew of my growing passion – it had the
new Turbo on the cover, and I was hooked - I still have that
sales brochure. More importantly, as I became aware of
Porsches, I also realized the car in the barn was an early
Porsche 356. I remember talking to my Aunt about the
356, she told me “Your uncle will never part with that
Porsche”. What an odd thing to say – but it also meant I
would likely never have anything to do with the car. Did
it imply that my uncle would actually spend the time to
restore the sad little 356?
Flash forward thirty years later to 2008, on a day that I
had invited relatives over for Sunday dinner. For some odd
reason during conversation, my aunt offered up the 356!
I’m told the car is in disrepair but all the parts are there in
the barn somewhere – the motor and transmission having
been removed some 40 years earlier. I start to ask about
some details hoping not to offend my uncle, who I’m not

	
  

The Formula Vee which
hasn’t moved in 45+ years.

Following another conversation with my aunt, along
with a better description of the
’55 from my uncle, Norah and I
make another trip back to the
barn in 2011. This time I finally
found the 356 in a section of
the barn that had partially
collapsed; the car was parked
on the upper level floor that
is now collapsed and slanting
down at a 30 degree angle,
the barn roof having partially
caved in on the
car. The car is in
a very sad state,
having been
stripped of paint,
and allowed to
be exposed to
the weather for
many years. I
begin to realize
that extract-

	
  

Continued on page 25
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Testing the Michelin PS A/S 3 Tire
By RSR Track Chair, Christian Maloof and Valerie Roedenbeck. Reprinted coutesy of FLATSIXES.COM

If you purchased a car in recent years, chances are that it
came outfitted with all-season tires. This generally works,
albeit not terribly well unless you live in a place like Florida
or California, where seasons don’t often include temperatures below 45 degrees and any sort of precipitation.
All-season tires have long been considered “no season”
tires (jack of all seasons, master of none). If, like us, you
live in the Midwest and Northeast and are graced with long
winters and low temperatures, switching to a winter tire
has generally been the way to go.

Patrick Long providing hot laps before we get down to
testing the Michelin PS A/S 3

However, if you do indeed live in a more temperate climate, there is still high likelihood that you will
experience varying driving conditions and a wide range of
temperatures. You may have noticed that your car handles
differently on warm versus cold days, or that traction is
somewhat affected by precipitation. Most likely, given that
that most of us avoid making risky maneuvers in inclement weather, the only time you get to feel how your tires
perform under stress is during an unplanned event on the
road. Therefore, you don’t really get to see if your tires are
under performing until you experience their failure under
duress.
Choosing a Tire
Choosing the right tires for our cars is no easy task. Most
often, owners stick to the tire that comes installed on the
vehicle, ceding the choice to the car manufacturer. On
occasion, we are persuaded by a friend to try a different
brand of tire. But what if you could drive the same car on
different brands of tires and under challenging conditions
like hard cornering and braking, and got to experience just
how they affected your car’s performance? We got to do
20

just that at Michelin’s launch of their newest all-season
tire, the Pilot Sport A/S 3, and what we learned was eyeopening.
When we experienced the Pilot Super Sport at the global
launch in Dubai 2 years ago, we thought that Michelin had
created a tire that would be an outlier. The Super Sport
handled better than the Pilot Sport (a tire that was already
a segment leader in both wet and dry conditions) and was
so good that the dry grip level was comparable to that of
their popular racing compound, the DOT-legal Pilot Sport
Cup. Generally speaking, car enthusiasts were hugely
skeptical about a tire that could be better in the dry, better
in the wet, last longer and manage to be less expensive
than the Pilot Sport. But it turned out the Super Sport even
handled better in the wet than the Pilot A/S, Michelin’s current all-season tire (which was particularly baffling because
the Pilot A/S has an aggressive tread pattern with lots of
grooves and sipes that one would think would channel
water and allow for better wet traction). The message here
was, Michelin’s tire technology was getting better by leaps
and bounds, and their all-season tire was next in line to
benefit from these advances in tread technology.
Meeting the Pilot Sport A/S 3
Knowing what we know about Michelin and their previous improvements with the Super Sport, we arrived in
New Orleans for the launch of the Pilot Sport All Season
(A/S) 3 ready to be impressed. Little did we know just how
impressed we would be.

When we first looked at the new Michelin Pilot Sport A/S
3, we were taken by just how much it looked like a Super
Sport but with 10.5 / 32nds of tread. Where all-season tires
normally look chunky and grooved, the A/S 3 is smooth and
elegant, with just enough grooves and sipes to convince
you that it is indeed an all-season tire.
The asymmetric tread design (big tread blocks on the
outside) translates into better cornering, as do the A/
S3’s three-dimensional, variable thickness sipes that lock

together and form a rigid and stable platform.
But, Michelin engineers told us, its outside looks are just a
small part of what makes this tire so exceptional.

Testing the Pilot A/S 3 against its competitors

This graphic show how the tire with new VCP 2.0 has even
temperatures across the face of the tread.
FlatSixes.com’s Christian Maloof talking detail with Michelin’s Eric Smettering -- lead engineer on the PS A/S3.

How does Michelin’s A/S 3 work in such variable conditions?
The biggest challenge in all-season tire engineering is
how to create a tire that performs in variable weather
conditions and temperature. Generally speaking, when a
tire works well in cold conditions, it deteriorates in warm
temperatures. And a tire that handles a dry road efficiently
looks very differently from one that manages water well.
So, just how did Michelin manage to engineer a tire that
functions well in a wide array or conditions?
First and foremost, advances in Michelin’s tire compounding means the Pilot Sport A/S 3 has an extremely high silica
content, which translates into high-grip in wet conditions,
regardless of sipe performance. (For those of you who
are race fans, Michelin tested this compound in their slick
tire at the 24 Hours of Le Mans with great success). Along
with its Super Silica, the Pilot Sport A/S 3 also incorporates
Michelin’s Helio Compound, a derivative of sunflower oil
that allows the tire to remain compliant as the temperature
falls. Michelin assured us the tire works well to temperatures of negative 10 degrees F, and light snow (although, as
is to be expected, the PS A/S 3 is not suitable for driving in
heavy snow).
Aside from its new compounds, one the greatest improvement in Michelin’s all-season tire is the Variable Contact
Patch (VCP 2.0). Drawing from its race tire technology,
Michelin has been able to control the weave and construction of the Pilot Sport A/S 3 in such a way that prevents the
tread from rolling over (thus limiting the tire’s contact with
the road), and high temperatures from building up on the
outside tread of the tire. As a result, dry/wet grip and wear
has been greatly improved.

After a thorough introduction to the technology in the new
Pilot Sport A/S 3, we were invited to test the Pilot Sport
A/S 3 tire in four comparison exercises set up at NOLA
Motorsports Park:
1. Road course:

We drove six Cadillac CTS, three wearing PSA/S3 and the
remaining three wearing Pirelli P Zero Nero A/S 97W, Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric All Season 97 W and Continental
Extreme Contact DWS 97 W on a road course. The PS A/S
3 had a fairly crisp turn in and could be precisely aimed
through the apex going where you pointed it. It was stable
through the corner and on power, resulting in no surprises.
Compared to the PSA/S3, the Pirelli had under-steer upon
turn-in, with vague feedback and overall more body roll in
transition—the car actually felt as if the spring package had
been changed. The Goodyear’s initial turn-in was ok, but
experienced mid-corner understeer and even had some
rear end movement under heavy braking. The Continental
had a decent turn-in, but mild understeer overall, lots of
body roll and required more work to drive the car.
2. Dry autocross course:
We drove six Subaru STi, three wearing PSA/S3 and the
remaining three wearing Bridgestone Potenza S-04 Pole
Position 99Y, Pirelli P Zero 99Y, and Continental Extreme
Continued on page 23
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Tires from page 21

dry and wet conditions. Each car was equipped with GPS
data devices, which allowed for accurate measurements.
Results were as follows:
Michelin Pilot Sport A/S 3 97 V (d)115.8 ft. (w)126.5ft.
Yokohama AVID ENVigor 97 V (d)124.8 ft. (w)132.2 ft.
Bridgestone Potenza G019 Grid 97V (d)120.4 ft. (w)138.6
ft.
Goodyear Eagle GT 97V (d)117.5 ft. (w)138.3 ft.
4. Wet autocross course:

Contact DW. This comparison was significant because
Michelin had such confidence in their newest all-season
tire, they were willing to compare it to their competitors’
ultra-high performance summer tires. The PS A/S3 was
predictable from the initial tight right-hander through the
fast esses. It was stable and very drivable at the limit. The
turn-in was predictable and consistent, so we were able to
carry far more speed with confidence. Compared to the PS
A/S3, The Bridgestone was less communicative at turn-in
and less predictable with throttle steer inputs. Whereas
the Michelin was able to plenty of speed on turn-in, the
Bridgestone needed braking to set the nose. The Pirelli P
Zero 99 Y was similar to the PS A/S3 with turn-in ability and
feel, but was far less stable at speed than the Michelin. At
the limit, the Pirelli dropped off dramatically, whereas the
PS A/S3 did so progressively. The Continental was the most
radically different, showing an immediate difference in
front end grip and noticeable understeer at initial turn in,
making the tire generally less stable than the PS A/S3.
3. Straight-line wet and dry braking exercises:

We drove 6 Infiniti G37s, 3 wearing PSA/S3 and the remaining 3 wearing Yokohama AVID ENVigor 97 V, Bridgestone
Potenza G019 Grid 97 V and Goodyear Eagle GT 97V. The
exercise involved measuring the distance each tire took to
decelerate from 65-0 (complete stop with ABS engaged) in

We drove six Audi A4, three wearing PSA/S3 and the remaining three wearing Bridgestone Potenza RE970 AS Pole
Position 99W, Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric AS 95Y and
Continental Extreme Contact DWS95Y. The PS A/S3 was
quite simply stunning in the wet. Using smooth inputs, we
were able to achieve speeds in wet conditions that other
tires had only handled in dry conditions. The A/S 3 was
tight, easy to control and civilized at limit. The Bridgestone
had a slight understeer mid-corner, making the car feel
softer and less responsive with greater body roll. Overall,
the car required more steering input and the rear got loose
as speed increased. The Goodyear had immediate understeer from turn in, and was no better at mid-corner (but
no worse, either). Braking distance increased and the car
experienced far more body roll in the technical sections.
The Continental felt the most disconnected with a soft feel,
a good deal of understeer. At the limit, the tire was unreliable enough for us to wonder if it did indeed belong in the
same category as the Michelin.
Finally, an all-season tire for those who love to drive
In the four side-by-side comparisons, the Pilot Sport A/S 3
outperformed its leading competitors not only within the
all-season segment,but in the ultra high-performance summer tire segment as well. In setting up a day of tire testing,
Michelin took a chance on its brand new all-season tire and
came out on top, delivering an especially bold statement
Continued on page 25
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by allowing testers to compare their tire against their competitors’ ultra high performance Summer tires. The result?
Every car we drove handled and stopped better when
outfitted with the A/S 3, in both wet and dry conditions.
After spending an afternoon driving various cars outfitted
with the new Michelin PS A/S 3, we came away convinced
that the tire you put on your car can make a world of difference in how your car handles, particularly in inclement
conditions. Investing in a high-performance all-season
tire is not so much luxury as it is good sense. As the various side-by-side tests of the PS A/S 3 vs. its competitors
showed, the tires you outfit your sporty sedan or family car
with will not only make your vehicle safer, but also increase
its drive-ability and therefore your enjoyment factor. Talk
about not having to compromise! Well done, Michelin.
The Michelin Pilot Sport A/S 3 will be available for sale in
Summer 2013. The price has not been set yet, but it is expected to be below that of the current Michelin Pilot Sport
A/S Plus all-season tire. For more information, please visit
http://www.michelinman.com/pilotsportas3#media_gallery_panel. Thanks again to Michelin for the trip and opportunity to test this new tire.

Barn Find from page 19

This is where the 356 is hidden.

I found it!!!

The event was put on by Michelin and held at NOLA
Motorsport Park. Their facility was one of the best
we’ve seen.

ing the car would probably require some type of heavy
machinery to lift the roof in order to pull the car out from
underneath.
Assuming the car could be extracted with a chainsaw
and a small crane, a bigger challenge would be where I
would put this poor car while I figure out if it is worthwhile
to spend a lot of money and a lot of time to bring it back
to life, or just sell off any rare original Porsche bits that
would be worth something to someone else – after all they
don’t make them anymore. No doubt the cost to repair the
‘55 would be extreme, as most of the little parts are long
gone. Still, the idea of recycling the sad old ’55 remains an
intriguing idea.
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EMan on Auto Show from page 10

I was going to make
a joke about using
the race car to pick
up some milk from
Target, but then I
realized I have to
go there to pick up
some diapers.

I will probably never
buy a Lexus, let alone
an LFA, let alone
an LFA Nürburgring
edition. But I’m really
glad companies are
making cars like
these. Car/driving
enthusiasts can
debate price/performance ratios or the heart and soul of a sports car, but just the fact
they exist is A Good Thing™.
What astounds
me about this car
is not that it has
more than twice the
horsepower (662
hp) of my car, but
that it gets roughly
the same gas mileage (15 city / 24
hwy).
This became a
game after a
while. Every time I
tried to take a picture of the three
Maserati cars
along the main
aisle, a model
would stand next
to the car. I could
not get a clean
car picture. Not that I’m saying that was a problem.

I saw this last year, but I wanted to see it again. I think
both my kids would want to ride back here. I just don’t
know if I would let them. I like the idea, though. And I
could see myself getting a Model S. For my wife, that is.
She’s the tree hugger.

Before...

The Ferrari FF, or as I like to call it, the Super Subaru. But I’d
like mine in Rosso Corsa.

...after
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
2003 Porsch
e Boxster S, Speed Yellow / Blk Interior. 3.2L 258HP, manual trans, 18” Carrera wheels with colored crests, Heated
seats, PSM, On-board computer, Wind deflector, Hard top.
Maintenance records, currently 52,000 miles. Available in
April. Contact Glenn Trapp at 810-599-3133 or gtrapper@
gmail.com (01/13)
1985 Porsche 944: Garnet Red Metallic with leather seats.
18,500 miles all original pristine condition, always garaged.
Monterey digital radio, 4-spoke sport steering wheel, sport
shocks, sun roof. Copy of invoice with options available.
Asking $ 10,000. Contact Steve Lewis 810.560.5646
lewie1948@comcast.net (01/13)

1997 Porsche Boxster: red blk leather interior, 2.5L
5- speed manual trans, 103,000 miles, 2 sets of turbo
wheels, 3 sets of tires, 3 owner car, all maintenance records. ROW springs that lower car 1 inch. Brey Krause roll
bar extension with 6 point seat belts. Great road and DE
car. $9,500. Contact Gary Egbert at 734-765-0408 (11/12)
2002 Porsche 911 C2: Polar Silver with Metropolitian Blue
Interior. Tiptronic Turbo S transmission. 3.6L 320 HP. 18”
Turbo Alloy wheels. Rear tires have about 5000 miles on
them. Driver and Passenger Seats are power with lumbar
support. Full leather. Very clean, runs excellent. Nonsmoker. 90K miles mostly highway. Litronic Headlights,
power sunroof, three spoke steering wheel. No issues.
One of the nicest 996’s available. Contact Michael Pillay at
810-635-7767 or at pillayyu@gmail.com (10/12)
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1987 Porsche 911: 88,000 miles. Guards Red with Black
Leather interior. Factory whale tail and front spoiler.
Excellent condition, no snow, no smokers. Radar detector. Maintained the last 22 years by Tim Pott at Rennstatt.
$25,500.00. Contact Tim Pott 734 972 7194 or Bob Helber

(owner) 734 649 9550. (10/12)

OTHER ITEMS

16” Dunlop Performance
Winter Tires & Elbrus
Rims: Dunlop SP Winter
Sport 3D Performance
Winter tires are for sports
cars, coupes and sedans
with OEM low profile tires
on large diameter alloy
wheels. Tires are mounted
on 16” Elbrus, 5-Spoke 102
Silver Machined, one-piece; cast rims w/ice coating. Used
on BMW 128i for two winters. 8-9/32” tread left. $600.
Contact Michael Kimber 248-310-2184 or mkimber@
comcast.net (12/12)
CCW - C10 18” forged wheels:
Purchased last year and used
for 2 seasons are a set of Complete Custom Wheels (CCW)
style C10 with black anodized
finish. Very light weight and all
in good condition, run straight
and true. 9x18-50 and 12x1850 used on a 2007 GT3RS. Will
fit 997 wide body and 996 wide
body with 1/4” spacer on rear.
$2,000 Call Tom Krueger at 313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (12/12)
For sale: 3 sets of new Pirelli Racing Slicks: 235 x 19 &
295 x 19. 1 set is $1,500, 2 sets are $2,600 and 3 sets are
$4,000. Tom Green, (w) 734-429-5958, (c) 734-417-0030.
Saline, MI. (12/12)

OEM GT3 Seats: excellent condition w/ slide rails, removed

from 2007 GT3RS I believe they will fit 996, 997 and
Caymans, $4,000 new, $2,000. Call Tom Krueger 313-5702223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (12/12)
Schroth Profi II HANS 6pt Belts: Brand new in black with
snap-in attachments (valid until 2017). I purchased these
and then went with the Hybrid II HANS 6pt instead.
$600 for both (save $120 compared to cheapest price
I’ve found). Contact: Rich Chang (rpcpublic@gmail.com)
(10/12)
Items for sale: 944 turbo exhaust system (Borla) used less
than 100 miles, T304 stainless steel, A1 condition, $800
new, $500 or best offer. Bray Kraus strut brace, $250 new,
$175 or best offer. Call between 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily at 248-967-0173. If no answer feel free to call my cell
at 248-219-9945 or e-mail: cjones1030@aol.com (09/12)

8708 (09/12)
944T DE and Racing Upgrade Parts. Recaro Seats,
944 seat mounts, 5-way belts, roll bar, Big Red front
calipers, and rotors with mounts and proportioning valve.
Innovative wide-band O2 sensor and guage, data logger,
two gauge, A-post pod. Stephen Howorth at sjhoworth
@cogeco.ca 519-996-8708 (03/12)
SPECIALTY CAR STORAGE: INSIDE CLIMATE CONTROLLED.
Ann Arbor near the Ann Arbor Motor Mall, secure, clean,
easy access, including air conditioning and heating, $100.00
per month. Please contact Ed Goldman at
517-927-1456 (cell) or goldmaned@gmail.com (08/11)
STORAGE FOR RENT: Heated, secured museum-like garage. $100.00/month Call Clem at (810) 636-2840. (09/11)

944 turbo track rims and tires: OZ Racing Fittipaldi 3 piece
rims. and Toyo RA1 proxies tires. Two ,16-8.5 with 22550ZR16 and Two, 16-9.5 with 255-50ZR16. Tires still have
about at least a dozen track days left on them. Contact
Stephen Howorth at sjhoworth@cogeco.ca or 519-996-

WANTED?? Looking for anything
Porsche-ish.
Submit a “wanted ad” for the next
issue.

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please
contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, December 4, 2012

Rick Mammel: President........................................Present
Tim Pott: Vice President.........................................Present
Tom Bloom..............................................................Present
Jim Christopher, Past President & Advertising........Present
Dave Cooper (Events Chair).....................................Present

Jim Dowty (Insurance Chair).....................................Absent
Jack Dunlap..............................................................Absent
Christian Maloof (Track Chair).................................Present
Ron Pruette.............................................................Present
Al Wright.................................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present:
David Bates, Norah Cooper (Events), Mary and George
Gilligan, Jeremy Goddard, Mary Ann and Dan Kantrow, Tom
Krueger, John Kytasty, Burghard Linn (Treasurer), Kathy
O’Rear, Barb Pott, Gary Stellmach, Glenn Trapp (Membership), John Tree, and Beth Trollman.

Track report: The Waterford dates are not set yet. Gingerman is set up for September but the contract is pending.
We are planning Grattan in June. Tom Bloom is talking to
David Murray for our Grattan event. Also discussing a MidOhio (May) event with Maumee Region (Zone 4).

Call to Order: Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at
7:16PM at Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth, MI.
Meeting Minutes: The November meeting minutes were
reviewed. Motion: To approve November minutes passed
unanimously.
President’s Report: Rick reported that the Holiday Party
registration is closed and it is very full event. There is no
official meeting in January but we still may meet at Karl’s
just for fun (Jan, 8 at 7:00). Next year will be very busy
with the PCA National Parade and the St. John events. Rick
would like more participation during the Detroit GP at Belle
Isle.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the November 2012 Financial Report. Motion: To approve November
Financial Report passed unanimously.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: Rick reported that the certificates are
ready for the Holiday Party and Time with Tim Event.
Goodie Store & Website: No reports
Advertising Report: Jim Christopher sent out the invoices
to the advertisers today. Jim approached the dealership
in Okemos, Michigan. Rick is calling our supporters for
Holiday Party goodies.
Membership: Glenn Trapp reported we are holding steady
at 240 members.

Newsletter: Newsletter deadline is December 9 following
the Holiday Party. Mike O’Rear reviewed all our mailing
options with the board. Glenn is finishing up with the scanning of the old issues so they can be archived on line.
Events Committee: Dave Cooper gave an update on the
following events:
• December 8: Holiday Party: Jeremy Goddard has arranged John McCormick as a guest speaker.
• January 19 : Auto Show
• January 26: Time with Tim (Usually the 3rd Saturday of
the month)
• February TBD: Winter Slump Buster at Tom Bloom’s
• May TBD: Auburn Museum. – Matt Huber
• June 1: Detroit Grand Prix
• June 23-29: Parade
• July 28th: Concours d’Elegance at St. John’s. The 911
50th Anniversary Display is still looking for un molested
911’s (please email davecarrera4@gmail.com if you have
any leads): 1969 911 S/T, 1973 Carrera RSR, 1974 IROC,
1978 934/935, 2010-12 997 RSR, 2011 997 GT3-R Hybrid, 993 Turbo S, 1976 or 1977 930 Turbo (early Turbo)
• October TBD: Top down event - Sebastian.
• ??: MIS trip
Election Results:
Jim Dowty was reelected and John Kytasty was elected to
the board.
New Business: None
Meeting adjourned: 8:30p.m. Minutes taken by: Mary Ann
Kantrow
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There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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